
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The good news is that we received our first donations and although a few people 
were very hesitant to do an international money transfer to the Malaysian bank 
account (without IBAN), some people actually made the effort. We realized the 
process was a little slow and lengthy, so we have opened a bank account for the 
Peter Runs for Charity Project in Switzerland and it is now up and running. (Details 
will be posted shortly on www.peterrunsforcharity.com). For those people who have 
donated - a very big thank you, we are close to achieving and helping the first child 
receive his or her free surgery. For those who were planning to donate but haven’t 
done so far, the process is now a lot easier, so please go for it!!! 
 
Training wise, June was a bit of a slow month. I was in the process of moving 
apartments and time was also required for getting my new place in order ie painting 
and doing some repairs.  The month was also interrupted with a duty travel to 

Burundi where it had been nearly impossible to train.  
 
However there were also some highlights. I took three days (from 20-22 June) to conduct some training on 
the actual trail of the North Face race and see how the terrain would look like. I did a total of about 120 
kilometers in very hot weather conditions together with a co-runner. Since some parts of the trail were not 
yet accessible due to the snow that remained on the mountains, we decided to make loops, return to our 
point of departure and then move to another location farther up the trail. 
 
The first day of my training was actually the worst, and I am not really sure what caused it and whether my 
body had to deal with either a lack of sleep from previous days/weeks or an insufficient amount of training 
due to the hassle of moving to a new place or the hot weather conditions or the sudden switch to a higher 
altitude or a combination of all the above.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
We started in Courmayeur, Italy (where the race in August will start as well) and 
ran to the Refuge Bonati (22 kilometers up the trail). We did a total of a good 40 
kilometers with 2300 meters total positive and negative altitude gain. I must 
admit that it was not my easiest run and around midday, I suddenly got hit by 
severe headaches, to the extent that I nearly had to vomit. I could hardly take in 
any food or water which only worsened my condition. With the sun’s rays hitting 
my neck, I had the feeling that I was moving at a snail’s pace. While dragging 
myself over the trail, I was constantly thinking that if this would happen to me 
on the day of the race, I would never be able to finish it in the cut-off time of 25 
hours.  
 
I must say that evening I slept like a rock after a good meal, a hot shower and 
popping a couple of aspirins. I woke up the next morning and felt a lot better.  
We moved to our next departure point Col de Forclaz and decided from there to 
run the trail counter clockwise to Champex lac and then back to our starting 
point. The plan for the third day was to go up the trail and run it towards 
Chamonix.  
 
Even though my body was aching a little from the exertions of the day before, I 
had the impression that I was moving faster and that I was much lighter on my 
feet.  
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‘………I suddenly got hit by severe headaches, to the 
extent that I nearly had to vomit………….’ 



We covered less kilometers than the first day but it was still good for about 35 kilometers and 1600 meters 
total positive and negative altitude. It was a nice feeling knowing that my body reacted much better to the 
effort than it did previously.  
 
The last day we pushed our running a little farther and from Col de Forclaz we went all the way up to ‘les 
Aiguillettes d’Argentieres. Even though it was the hottest day, we managed to keep a good steady pace and 
did a total of 46 kilometers with 2850 meters positive and negative altitude. Not bad for a third consecutive 
day of running and we were quite happy with it.  
 

 
All in all it had been a great experience and it 
had taken me out of my comfort zone of my 
usual training runs on the Salève. 
Furthermore I learnt some  valuable take 
home lessons. I definitely needed to hydrate 
more than I used to do and even though I 
was religiously taking my electrolytes every 
hour, my water intake seemed to be 
insufficient for the effort. The down hill 
running was definitely the most difficult and 
hardest part of trail running. I consider it the 
hardest because the pounding on the body 
coupled with the stress on the quadriceps 
were pretty cruel. It is the most difficult 
because those were the parts in the race 
where things such as falling or twisting an 
ankle most probably would occur, and then 
there was the race strategy which I had not 
completely figured out yet.  
 
 
I had two options: race fast with the possible 
risk of maybe burning out too early in the 
race or start rather slowly and gradually 
work my way up.  
 

 
The advantage of the first course of action was that starting off quickly would leave a lot of people behind 
(after all there were about 2000 runners) which would make it easier to advance on the narrow trails 
where it would be difficult to pass somebody in front of me. The advantage of starting a bit slower would 
probably leave me with a better chance of balancing out my efforts and make it less risky to burn out. It 
would also depend on where I would be at the start of the race; if in front of the 2000 runners I could 
attempt to go a little faster, if I were behind, taking it slow may be the smarter plan as I would get stuck 
anyway, so I guess it would be best to wait till the race to make a decision.  
 
June 30th, the day I did another training trail, turned out to be a disastrous day. What I had been so afraid 
of during my training runs finally happened. During a down hill run, I twisted my left ankle on a loose stone. 
I immediately felt a snapping pain and the first steps afterwards were very painful. But since I was about 
halfway through the trail, I decided while the injury was still fresh and my foot was not swollen yet, to 
tighten my shoes a bit more and continue to walk… 
 
After a friend of mine dropped me at home and I got out of the car, I discovered I could not stand on my 
left foot any longer and for a moment I thought that this would be the end of my participation in the race I 
had so long prepared for. Immediately the moment I got home, I put ice on my foot which by now had 
turned a little blue and I sat there, staring at it while it was wrapped in a big bandage with ice all around it. 
Every now and then I tried to wiggle my toes and move it a bit, as if I was hoping that movement would 
make the pain go away, which it never did. That evening when I went to bed, I just stared at the ceiling, 
asking myself why this had to happen. The next morning however to my great satisfaction, the pain was 
less and I could even gingerly walk on it. A few days later, I even attempted some cardio training and one 
week later I was running again. I still felt some pain, but it was much less than in the beginning and I was 
happy I could continue with my preparation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

‘………What I had been so afraid of during my 
training runs finally happened and during a 
down hill run I twisted my ankle ………….’ 



JULY PLANS 
 
Work wise July should be a little better though still another busy month. I only have one duty travel 
planned from July 19-26.  
 
Even though I need to be careful with my injured ankle, I will try to do as much training as possible and 
combine several types of workouts to make my body stronger and more resistant to long endurance efforts. 


